
2015-16 George T. and Margaret W. Romani Fellowship 
Call for Applications 

 
 
The 2015-16 George T. and Margaret W. Romani fellowship will be awarded for academic year 2015–16 
to a graduate student pursuing studies in some aspect of the Middle Ages and/or Renaissance.  CMRS 
(Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies) will provide $20,000 as a stipend to support the selected 
Fellow. Funding for in-state fees will be provided by the department. Please note: Students receiving a 
CMRS Romani Fellowship may not hold another major fellowship (i.e., an award greater than $5,000) 
simultaneously. 
 
Graduate students at all levels are eligible to apply.  The department is permitted to nominate up to two 
applicants for the award.  To be considered for a departmental nomination, please submit the following 
to Mike Lambert (mlambert@english.ucla.edu) by Thursday, February 5, 2015: 
 

• A short statement (one page) describing your interest in the field of Medieval and/or 
Renaissance Studies and academic goals, including the name of the faculty member who will 
be your mentor in Medieval and/or Renaissance Studies.  The faculty member should be an 
active member of the CMRS. 

• A copy of your unofficial transcript (available from me on request or from the Registrar’s 
office in Murphy Hall). 

• One letter of recommendation from a teacher or faculty member familiar with your 
academic work. (This will likely be your prospective fellowship mentor.)  If your 
recommender prefers, this letter can be submitted directly to the Graduate Advisor who will 
then add it to your other submitted materials. 

 
A single pdf document containing these three elements (or the first two only, if your recommender will 
be submitting her/his letter separately) and emailed to me would be much appreciated.  However, if this 
presents any problems, please contact Mike Lambert to work out an alternative. 
 
Nominees will be chosen by the department chair and submitted to the CMRS, who will make the final 
award decision. 
 
Please feel free to contact Mike Lambert (mlambert@english.ucla.edu) with any questions you may 
have. 
 

 


